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A Companion to Food in the Ancient World presents acomprehensive overview of the cultural aspects relating to theproduction, preparation, and consumption of food and drink inantiquity. •
Provides an up-to-date overview of the study of food inthe ancient world • Addresses all aspects of food production, distribution,preparation, and consumption during antiquity • Features
original scholarship from some of the mostinfluential North American and European specialists in Classicalhistory, ancient history, and archaeology • Covers a wide geographical range from
Britain to ancientAsia, including Egypt and Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, regionssurrounding the Black Sea, and China • Considers the relationships of food in relation toancient diet, nutrition,
philosophy, gender, class, religion, andmore
New information and strategies for managing the energy crisis from the perspective of growing economies are presented. Numerous case studies illustrate the particular challenges that
developing countries, many of which are faced with insufficient resources, encounter. As a result, many unique strategies to the problems of energy management an conservation,
environmental engineering, clean technologies, biological and chemical waste treatment and waste management have been developed.
THIS BOOKS GIVES A DETAILED INSIGHT ON HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY CREATE AND PUBLISH YOUR E-BOOK IN AN ACCEPTABLE AND SELABLE WAY ON A GLOBAL
PLATFORM
Millions of people around the world today spend portions of their lives in online virtual worlds. Second Life is one of the largest of these virtual worlds. The residents of Second Life create
communities, buy property and build homes, go to concerts, meet in bars, attend weddings and religious services, buy and sell virtual goods and services, find friendship, fall in love--the
possibilities are endless, and all encountered through a computer screen. At the time of its initial publication in 2008, Coming of Age in Second Life was the first book of anthropology to
examine this thriving alternate universe. Tom Boellstorff conducted more than two years of fieldwork in Second Life, living among and observing its residents in exactly the same way
anthropologists traditionally have done to learn about cultures and social groups in the so-called real world. He conducted his research as the avatar "Tom Bukowski," and applied the rigorous
methods of anthropology to study many facets of this new frontier of human life, including issues of gender, race, sex, money, conflict and antisocial behavior, the construction of place and
time, and the interplay of self and group. Coming of Age in Second Life shows how virtual worlds can change ideas about identity and society. Bringing anthropology into territory never before
studied, this book demonstrates that in some ways humans have always been virtual, and that virtual worlds in all their rich complexity build upon a human capacity for culture that is as old as
humanity itself. Now with a new preface in which the author places his book in light of the most recent transformations in online culture, Coming of Age in Second Life remains the classic
ethnography of virtual worlds.
DIVAn ethnography of Filipino gay men in New York that explores their sexual and national identities./div
DIVAn anthropological examination of non-normative male sexuality outside of the "West," using Indonesia as a case study./div
This reveals the amazing range of peoples, cultures, religions, and geography of the islands.
A noted historian of religion traces manifestations of the sacred from primitive to modern times, in terms of space, time, nature and the cosmos, and life itself. Index. Translated
by Willard Trask.
An epistolary novel chronicles the cruel seduction of a young girl by two ruthless, eighteenth-century aristocrats
The Gay Archipelago is the first book-length exploration of the lives of gay men in Indonesia, the world's fourth most populous nation and home to more Muslims than any other
country. Based on a range of field methods, it explores how Indonesian gay and lesbian identities are shaped by nationalism and globalization. Yet the case of gay and lesbian
Indonesians also compels us to ask more fundamental questions about how we decide when two things are "the same" or "different." The book thus examines the possibilities of
an "archipelagic" perspective on sameness and difference. Tom Boellstorff examines the history of homosexuality in Indonesia, and then turns to how gay and lesbian identities
are lived in everyday Indonesian life, from questions of love, desire, and romance to the places where gay men and lesbian women meet. He also explores the roles of mass
media, the state, and marriage in gay and lesbian identities. The Gay Archipelago is unusual in taking the whole nation-state of Indonesia as its subject, rather than the ethnic
groups usually studied by anthropologists. It is by looking at the nation in cultural terms, not just political terms, that identities like those of gay and lesbian Indonesians become
visible and understandable. In doing so, this book addresses questions of sexuality, mass media, nationalism, and modernity with implications throughout Southeast Asia and
beyond.
The Pandemic of Padre PioDisciple of Our Lady of Sorrows
A guidebook for participation in Lincoln-Douglas Debate for interscholastic debate competition
Global Sex is the first major work to take on the globalization of sexuality, examining the ways in which desire and pleasure—as well as ideas about gender, political power, and
public health—are framed, shaped, or commodified by a global economy in which more and more cultures move into ever-closer contact.
"The Guardians will discover where the Triplex is located. Unfortunately, in order to retrieve it, a terrible sacrifice has to be made. Can Marcus summon up the courage required
to save Humanity? Will Marcus and Emmy's love survive the brutal reality of the Angel world?"--Page 4 of cover.
Gore Vidal is one of the most significant American writers of the second half of the twentieth century, having produced a large number of best selling novels, essays, plays and
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pamphlets which have impacted on major political and social debates for fifty years. He is both a serious writer and a television and movie celebrity, whose increasingly acerbic
picture of the United States guarantees he is both revered and reviled. Gore Vidal?s America examines the ways in which Vidal?s writings on history, politics, sex and religion
throw into focus our understandings of the United States, but also recognizes his versatility and inventiveness as a creative writer, some of whose novels – Julian; Myra
Breckinridge; Lincoln; Duluth – are among the important literary works of their time. Ranging from Vidal?s early defence of homosexuality in The City and the Pillar (1948) to his
most recent writings on the war in Iraq, this book provides a unique perspective on the evolution of post–World War II American society, politics and literature. As Altman writes:
"Difficult not to see in the results of the 2004 elections, where the Republican right gained in both the White House and the Senate, proof of Vidal?s worse fears, namely that the
impact of imperial adventure, big money and religious moralism would increasingly imperil the American Republic."
List of Illustrations Preface Introduction: Sites of Desire/Economies of Pleasure in Asia and the PacificLenore Manderson, Margaret Jolly. Ch. 1: Educating Desire in Colonial
Southeast Asia: Foucault, Freud and Imperial Sexualities Ann Staler Ch. 2: Contested Images and Common Strategies: Early Colonial Sexual Politics in the Massim Adam Reed
Ch. 3: Gaze and Grasp: Plantations, Desires, Indentured Indians, and Colonial Law in Fiji John D. Kelly Ch. 4: From Point Venus to Bali Ha'i: Eroticism and Exoticism in
Representations of the Pacific Margaret Jolly Ch. 5: Parables of Imperialism and Fantasies of the Exotic: Western Representations and Thailand - Place and Sex Lenore
Manderson Ch. 6: Primal Dream: Masculinism, Sin and Salvation in Thailand's Sex Trade Annette Hamilton Ch. 7: Kathoey > Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Illuminates the eating and drinking habits of the inhabitants of Britain during the Roman period.
Skyvale is on the verge of becoming a battleground. Told from the perspective of Tobiah, the crown prince with a dangerous secret, and set two years before the heart-racing
action of The Orphan Queen, this 100-page digital novella brings to life one of Jodi Meadows’s most beloved characters. Tobiah Pierce has been beaten and broken and has
lost two people he cares about. His worst enemy knows his deepest secret. What he thought he knew about his family has fallen apart. And his parents push harder than ever for
him to court Lady Meredith. But with the imminent threat of firefly, the newest and deadliest version of a magical drug, Tobiah doesn’t have time to sort through his problems. If
he doesn’t act immediately, firefly will suffocate the city and everyone in it. The Black Knife is the final of four prequel novellas that offer existing fans a deeper insight into a
favorite character and the complex city of Skyvale, while new readers will find a stunning introduction to this rich world and the heart-pounding fantasy of the Orphan Queen
series. Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
As people everywhere seek to make sense of the Covid-19 coronavirus plaguing the world today - the sense of darkness, abandonment, and suffering - Padre Pio shows us the
way he faced the Spanish Influenza of 1918-1920 pandemic in his own day.
A chapter in the chronicle of the Cuban Revolution, as told by those on the front lines of that ongoing epic. Armando Choy, Gustavo Chui, and Moisés Sío Wong-three young
rebels of Chinese-Cuban ancestry-threw themselves into the great proletarian battle that defined their generation. They became combatants in the clandestine struggle and
1956-58 revolutionary war that brought down a U.S.-backed dictatorship and opened the door to the socialist revolution in the Americas. Each became a general in Cuba's
Revolutionary Armed Forces. Here they talk about the historic place of Chinese immigration to Cuba, as well as more than five decades of revolutionary action and
internationalism, from Cuba to Angola, Nicaragua, and Venezuela. Fidel Castro and Nelson Mandela).
Sex is cheap. Coupled sexual activity has become more widely available than ever. Cheap sex has been made possible by two technologies that have little to do with each other
- the Pill and high-quality pornography - and its distribution made more efficient by a third technological innovation, online dating. Together, they drive down the cost of real sex,
and in turn slow the development of love, make fidelity more challenging, sexual malleability more common, and have even taken a toll on men's marriageability. Cheap Sex
takes readers on an extended tour inside the American mating market, and highlights key patterns that characterize young adults' experience today, including the timing of first
sex in relationships, overlapping partners, frustrating returns on their relational investments, and a failure to link future goals like marriage with how they navigate their current
relationships. Drawing upon several large nationally-representative surveys, in-person interviews with 100 men and women, and the assertions of scholars ranging from
evolutionary psychologists to gender theorists, what emerges is a story about social change, technological breakthroughs, and unintended consequences. Men and women have
not fundamentally changed, but their unions have. No longer playing a supporting role in relationships, sex has emerged as a central priority in relationship development and
continuation. But unravel the layers, and it is obvious that the emergence of "industrial sex" is far more a reflection of men's interests than women's.
An ancient legend draws them together. His dark soul will tear them apart. Sometimes the only fairytales that exist are the dark ones. From bestselling author Randi Cooley
Wilson comes a dark tale of passion, danger and forbidden love. Welcome to the demon's den.What if the one person you were meant to be with could never be yours? For the
past two years, Hope Annandale has fought to hold onto her sanity. Plagued by voices and visions, she struggles to understand what's real, and what's an illusion. As the lines
between reality and hallucination blur, Hope discovers things that shouldn't be real, suddenly exist. When her world falls apart, figuring out the secrets of her past becomes a
matter of life and death. And the only one who can save her is the dangerously attractive demon prince, Stolas, who is bound by an ancient legacy to betray her. The fate Stolas
has fought to escape is here. With destiny on one side, and desire on the other, he must protect Hope from the one thing he can't hide from, his birthright. Stolas is a riveting tale
of passion, danger, and forbidden love. It is the first full-length book within The Dark Soul Series, which is mean to be read in release order. Intended for mature readers.
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An informative pop–up book on the erotic arts featuring the world's ten best carnal positions brought vividly to life in full–color, three–dimensional paper tableaux. The perfect
tongue–in–cheek gift for Valentine's, Weddings and Birthdays, THE POP–UP BOOK OF SEX is a clever and informative tour of the ten best ways to have sex, plus the reasons
and tips behind them. The problem with most sex books is they're too long, or they list too many things a partner needs to do and learn. Now, readers will get that in just 10 quick
pops, from the ever–reliable "Missionary" and the Kama Sutra's "Lotus" as well as contemporary favorites conceived for specific effects such as G–spot simulation and
problem–solving advantages of each position (for example: big penis, small woman, or small penis, big woman). Adding to the fun are at least 2–3 alternate position–illustrations
for each 'pop', special tips, and specifically selected backdrops (which span the world and a variety of sexual settings). The tour de force cover illustration depicts an intricate,
fantastical world densely populated with interlinked, ecstatic, and, of course, tastefully rendered people in the throes of delight (with apologies to Heironymous Bosch): SAMPLE
POP: The Mile–High Club Concept: Necessity is the mother of invention. Make the most of the moment. Some positions are location specific. Content: This spread is first and
foremost about sex in exotic places and the great benefit of bringing variety and spontaneity into your sex life – in this case, the thrill of a semi–public encounters (as close to
Heaven as possible). No one ever plans to screw a stewardess in an airplane bathroom, but it's a great thing to do. Secondly, this spread is about standing positions, covering
the basic methods: man standing, woman on a flat surface; from behind with both standing from behind; standing with girl bent over; creative use of structural support, as in a
dark alley. Background research that will inform our tips & text: • Siobahn Kelly, author of The Wild Guide to Sex and Loving • Dr. Susan Block, author of The Mile High Club •
Good Vibrations Guide to Sex Characters: Airline stewardess in a sexy, short–skirted uniform, garters, fake pearls; handsome, square–jawed businessman in a suit. Setting: An
airplane bathroom. The stewardess is sitting up on the tiny counter, her legs wrapped around a handsome man's hips. We see both characters, though we don't see all the way
to the ground. (i.e., from his knees up, or so.) Pop: When the spread opens, we see a closed airplane door; to the right of the door, in a little pocket, is a small pamphlet (which
readers can take out), with sex tips illustrated in the style of airplane emergency cards (see "Extras," below). The reader opens the door–pulling it to the left. As the door opens
the red/green "occupied/vacant" sign clicks over to the other position. (In the bathroom, we now see the stewardess perched on the sink/console, her legs wrapped a
This book first published in 1973 offers a broad survey of the study of symbolic ideas and behaviour. The study of symbolism is popular nowadays and anthropologists have
made substantial contributions to it. Raymond Firth has long been internationally known for his field research in the Solomons and Malaysia, and for his theoretical work on
kinship, economics and religion. Here from a new angle, he has produced a broad survey of the study of symbolic ideas and behaviour. Professor Firth examines definitions of
symbol. He traces the history of scientific inquiry into the symbolism of religious cults, mythology and dreams back into the eighteenth century. He compares some modern
approaches to symbolism in art, literature and philosophy with those in social anthropology. He then cites examples in anthropological treatment of symbolic material from
cultures of varying sophistication. Finally he offers dispassionate analyses of symbols used in contemporary Western situations - from hair-styles to the use and abuse of national
flags; from cults of Black Jesus to the Eucharistic rite. In all this Professor Firth combines social and political topicality with a scholarly and provocative theoretical inquiry.
In The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, Victor Turner examines rituals of the Ndembu in Zambia and develops his now-famous concept of "Communitas." He
characterizes it as an absolute inter-human relation beyond any form of structure. The Ritual Process has acquired the status of a small classic since these lectures were first
published in 1969. Turner demonstrates how the analysis of ritual behavior and symbolism may be used as a key to understanding social structure and processes. He extends
Van Gennep's notion of the "liminal phase" of rites of passage to a more general level, and applies it to gain understanding of a wide range of social phenomena. Once thought to
be the "vestigial" organs of social conservatism, rituals are now seen as arenas in which social change may emerge and be absorbed into social practice. As Roger Abrahams
writes in his foreword to the revised edition: "Turner argued from specific field data. His special eloquence resided in his ability to lay open a sub-Saharan African system of belief
and practice in terms that took the reader beyond the exotic features of the group among whom he carried out his fieldwork, translating his experience into the terms of
contemporary Western perceptions. Reflecting Turner's range of intellectual interests, the book emerged as exceptional and eccentric in many ways: yet it achieved its place
within the intellectual world because it so successfully synthesized continental theory with the practices of ethnographic reports."
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